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A Universal Data Compression System
JORMA RISSANEN

Absrroct-A
universal data compression algorithm is described which is
capable of compressing long strings generated by a “finitely generated”
souree, with a near optimum per symbol length without prior knowledge of
the source. This class of sources may be viewed as a generalization of
Markov sources to random fields. Moreover, the algorithm does not
require a working storage much larger than that needed to describe the
source generating parameters.

I.

INTRODUCTION

HE first universal data compression algorithms were
capable of encoding strings, generatedby independent
information sources, with asymptotically optimum mean
per symbol length without a priori given source probabilities (Davisson [2], Lawrence [4], Lynch [5], Schalkwijk
[lo]). Clearly, such algorithms estimate either directly or
indirectly the statistics with increasing accuracy while the
string is being encoded. The same approach can be extended, at least in principle, to all stationary sources by
means of gathering the statistics of longer and longer
segments. However, in practice there is an obvious difficulty of exponentially growing number of items to be
stored, and new ideas are needed to do the job in a
practically meaningful manner.
The most powerful universal algorithm published to date
is due to Ziv and Lempel [12]. Their elegant algorithm
achieves asymptotically optimum compression for strings
generatedby any stationary ergodic source, and it does the
job in many casesin a quite practicable manner. Although
the authors emphasize the finite machine nature of their
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data compression system and the associated notion of
compressibility, the real power of the algorithm is its
convenient data gathering capability. In order to see this as
well as the limitations of the approach, we reinterpret their
algorithm in a natural statistical framework of the type
discussed in Rissanen and Langdon, [8]. This is done in
Section II.
The main results in this paper are in Sections III, IV,
and V. After having demonstrated in Section III that Ziv
and Lempel’s universal algorithm does not compress well
the important class of strings generated by stationary random fields which arise, for example, in image compression
applications, we describe a more powerful data gathering
algorithm. Instead of partitioning the string into its “relevant” parsed segmentsof increasing length and collecting
their occurrence counts, as done by Ziv-Lempel algorithm,
our algorithm gathers the “contexts” in which each symbol
of the string occurs, together with the associated conditional occurrence counts. The contexts, as subsets of the
past string, have varying size, and they are in general
overlapping. Instead of collecting all the possible sequences
as contexts, which requires too much space,only the “relevant” ones are gathered. To find these the algorithm incorporates as a design parameter a rule which ranks the past
symbols, relative to each symbol in the string, according to
their importance in influencing the value of the symbol. At
this stage of development, this rule for efficient operation
is to be selected by the designer based upon the general
nature of the string, but any rule will work.
In Section IV we complete the construction of the universal model by describing how to select a unique context
for each symbol of the string from among the possible
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ones. As, generally speaking, the achieved compression
improves with the size of the contexts, which in turn
increasestheir number and the complexity of the m o d e l,
we associatea cost with eachcontext.‘This cost is balanced
against the incremental gain in compression due to its
addition to the context space,and the result is a universal
m o d e l with a new degreeof “intelligence”: the algorithm
will find asymptotically any stationary ergodic “finitely
generated”sourcefrom its samples.This meansthat with a
reasonablechoice of the design parameter the complexity
of the m o d e l does not exceed appreciably that of the
source. In contrast, the complexity of the Z iv-Lempel
system when applied to the same string would increase
beyond any bounds. The classof finitely generatedsources
is describedin Section V.
II.

A REINTERPRETATION OF ZIV-LBMPEL
ALGORITHM

W e start with a brief description of the universal data
compressionsystem of Z iv and Lempel, [12]. This discussion also servesas an introduction to the m a in topic in this
paper. The heart of their systemis a so-called“incremental
parsing algorithm,” which parses the source string into a
collection of segmentsof gradually increasinglength. The
rule is simple: starting with the empty segment,each new
segmentadded to the collection is one symbol longer than
the longest match so far found. For example, the string
010100010gets parsed as the collection (0, l,O l,O O ,OlO}.
W h e n the parsed segmentsare retained in the same order
as they are received,each segmentcan be encodedas the
ordered pair (i, y), where the index i, written as a binary
integer, gives the position of the longest earlier found
matching segment in the collection, and y gives the last
added symbol. For example,the code of the segment“010”
is, conceptually, the pair (3,O). W e refer for further details
of how the decoder can read the position index from the
code string, to Z iv and Lempel [12].
The code length of string s is given by
n(s)

J%,b) = c bg.A + 443

(1)

j=l

where n(s) denotes the number of parsed segmentsin s,
and 1x1 denotes the least integer not smaller than X.
Despite the relatively crude coding procedureused by Z iv
and Lempel, their universal data compressionalgorithm is
asymptotically ,optimum for infinite strings generatedby a
stationary ergodic source,in that the per symbol compression convergesto the per symbol entropy of the source.
Clearly, the complexity of the implementation, in terms of
the number of stored items neededto generatethe parsing
trees, grows beyond all bounds.
It was shown by M a [6] that exactly the same sequence
of parsed segmentscan also be generatedwith an older
algorithm due to Tunstall [ 111.Here is how: start with the
initial parsing tree consistingof two leaves,where a weight
of two. is placed at the root and a weight of one at both
leaves.Use this tree to parse the first segmentas the path

ot-

7
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Fig. 1. Example of parsing algorithm.

from the root to a leaf. W h ile climbing the tree, increment
by one the count of each node visited. Hence the last leaf
visited gets the count of 2, which is the maximum of all the
leaf counts (becausethe others have the count of one). Split
this leaf by creating two new nodes, and assign the count
of one to both. This determinesthe new parsing tree, which
is used to parse the next segment,and the cycle is repeated.
As an example, we parse the string 010100010with the
same result as above. The final parsing tree is shown in
F ig. 1, where the numbers at the nodesindicate the counts;
we also drew the tree upside down.
W e describe next how the parsing algorithm defines
automatically a binary information source. As in [8], for
this we need to generate a probability function, which
assignsa probability P(s) to every finite string such that
the compatibility condition P(s) = P(s0) + P(s1) holds.
Here SO and’s1 denote the strings obtained by tagging 0
and 1, respectively,to the end of s. From the initial 2-leaf
tree on, the above describedalgorithm defines a complete
binary tree after each block is parsed. Let the (variable)
string s have n(s) parsedsegments,and let T(s) denote the
binary tree defined by s. Each node’s count equals the
number of leavesthat are its descendants,and, in particular, the root has the count n(s) + 2. Divide the node
counts by the root count, and we have the machinery for
defining the conditional probability of the next parsed
segmentas well as of any of its prefixes.
The algorithm defines the next segmentto be one of the
paths to the leaves in T(s), while the intermediate nodes
along this path correspondto the prefixes of this segment.
If x denotesa prefix, set the conditional probability P( x/s)
as the ratio of the count of the node defined by x to the
root count. In particular, when x is the entire parsed
segment (i.e., when x defines a leaf) then P(x/s) =
l/(n(s) + 2). Define the probability P(sx) of the new
string sx to be P(s)P(x/s), and, becausethe probability
of the empty string is 1, we get the probability of a string s
with n(s) full blocks as
P(s) = l/(n(s)

+ I)!.

(2)
The compatibility condition is immediately verified. As an
example,supposethe strings = 010001010with T(s) given
in F ig. 1 continues as 011. The conditional probabilities of
all the symbolsin the new segmentare given by the tree as
P(O/s) = 5/7, P(l/sO) = 3/5, and P(l/.sOl) = l/3.
These define the conditional probability P(O1l/s) = l/7
for the sixth block 911.
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The ideal code length for strings s having n(s) full
blocks is given by (2) as
-log P(s) = log(n(s) + l)!.

(3)
This suggestsan interpretation of the statistical model we
have defined: a string s with n(s) blocks is one of the
(n(s) + l)! strings possible obtained by picking each of
their blocks for k = 1,2,. . . , n(s) randomly as one of the
k + 1 leaves available at that point. Hence, with this type
of model, the mean code length cannot be smaller than
-log P(S) - a((1 + n(s))!), where a(n) < log log n
(Rissanen [7]), no matter how the coding is done. This
clearly justifies the name “ideal code length.” The length
(3) is about one bit per block less than the length (1) in Ziv
and Lempel’s code.
The coding of s can be done practically by arithmetic
coding, [8], in such a manner that the ideal code length is
achieved for any string longer than, say, 1000 within 1
percent. In fact, even with the fast algorithm described in
[3] the code length would exceed the ideal by not more
than 2 or 3 percent.
III.

A CONTEXTGATHERINGALGORITHM

A major problem with the incremental parsing algorithm, and with all block models for that matter, is that it
can capture random dependenciesonly between symbols
that fall within one and the same block. Hence, for the
large class of strings, where symbols interact in two or
higher dimensional neighborhoods, any technique producing one-dimensionalparsed segmentsis necessarilyineffective and often impossible to implement in a practicable
manner. Consider, for example, a black and white printed
document, which is partitioned into a fine grid of squares.
By a simple thresholding device, each square may be
regarded either as completely black or as completely white,
and we may model the entire grid of squaresas a sampleof
a two-dimensional field of binary random variables x( i, j),
where i and j are the coordinates specifying the position of
a square. It is immediately clear that in a good model we
should not regard the random variables x(i, j) as independent, but rather we should try to fit a model which allows
the color of the variable x(i, j) to depend on the color of
the neighboring variables. And there is clearly no reason to
prefer the horizontal neighbors over the vertical ones.
In an attempt to capture such two-dimensional dependencies with parsed segmentswe may try to consider twodimensional segments,i.e., rectangles. If we wish to apply
the incremental parsing algorithm to collect the rectangles,
we must define the notion of m inimal extension and do the
extension while maintaining the property that the created
rectanglesstill partition the entire surface. A little thought
will reveal that this cannot be done in an entirely satisfactory way. We could, for instance, consider rectangles of,
say, k lines high and grow them to the right, but then we
do not capture dependenciesthat are further up than k
positions, except when the length of these rectangles is
made wider than the width of the document. This we can
in effect do by a “wrap around” procedure: when the k
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lines reach the right end of the document, the rectangle is
continued along the next k lines from the left end. Now, to
grow such huge rectangles cannot be done even in the
simplest case where k = 1, which amounts to a linear
representation of the grid. Indeed, if a document has the
normal width of about 2000 symbols, then the algorithm
would have to grow the binary tree to the depth of 2000
before any dependency of a symbol on the one lying
immediately above it would start to show up, and the total
number of symbols in the document would run out far
before such a depth is reached. If we, again, try to avoid
this difficulty by picking k so large, say 10, that we capture
all the significant vertical dependencies,we run into another
problem: the trees we must grow now have 2” symbols.
Again we run out of the string before any horizontal
dependencieseven between two adjacent symbols can be
detected. These are the reasonswhy the Ziv-Lempel algorithm, despite its asymptotic optimality, is not able to
reach even the vicinity of the ultimate compressionwithin
the length of any sample string.
In order to obtain more powerful models we must
abandon the requirement that the collected segmentspartition the string. Instead, we plan to collect overlapping sets
of symbols,each set defining a “context,” on which symbol
occurrences can be conditioned. As proved in [8], such
conditioning allows for a more efficient way to take advantage of statistical regularities. In fact, even the segments
found by the incremental parsing algorithm are contexts of
each of their symbols, which interpretation offers a uniform and more fundamental explanation to the modeling
efficiency of block models.
Formally, a context is defined by means of a total
recursive function f: B* -+ N, where B* denotes the set of
all finite binary strings and N denotes the set of the natural
numbers. The context z(t) of the symbol x(t), immediately
following the “past” string s = x(1) . * * x(t - l), is the
class of strings s’ = x’(1) . . . x’(t - 1) such that f(s’) =
f(s). What this abstract definition really says is that the
context of x(t) is some (computable) function of the past
string. That the context is an equivalenceclass means only
that not every conceivable value for the past sequenceof
random variables need define a distinct context; some
relevant feature of the past, common to several of them, is
enough. Clearly, a measureof the degreeof relevanceis the
context’s capability of “skewing” the symbol’s occurrence
counts to lower its conditional entropy. As a simple example, consider the function f that maps any sequence(of
length at least two) to the value defined by its last two
symbols. Hence, the context of x(t) is the binary number
x(t - 2)x(t - l), as in the second-orderMarkov process.
We shall eventually describe a way to obtain the allimportant structure functionf, as it was called in [8], but in
this section we give an algorithm that defines it partially.
We consider for simplicity binary strings only, which we
write as s = x(1)x(2) 1. . x(t) * . . ; we also let the same
symbols x(i) denote binary-valued random variables. The
first step is to establish a ranking order for the past symbol
positions relative to each symbol x(t). The idea is to pi&
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that position first in which we judge the random variable to
have the greatest influence on the value of the variable
x(t); then comesthe next most influential position, and so
on. O ften, the geometric distance is taken as the basis for
this; for example,in the string resulting from a linear scan
of the document above with width M , we could pick the
order to start as follows: first comesthe precedingvariable,
x(t - l), then the one right above, or x(t - M) in the
linear representation,next the left upper corner position,
or x(t - M - 1).
To generalize,let i * ti be a permutation of the natural
numbers and define for any string s = x( 1) * * . x(t - 1)
another a(s) = x(t - t,) . . . x(t - ttpl). In this, we have
to decidehow to set the values of symbolsx(t - ti) whose
index t - ti is nonpositive. This choice wilI have an effect
only for small values of t, becausewe will be needingonly
about log t first membersin the sequencea(s). The most
natural choice is to define a(s) to consist of those consecutive symbols x(t - tl)x(t - tz) . . * , only, whose indices
are positive and, hence,which are symbols in s; if already
the first symbol t - t, is nonpositive, define a(s) to be the
empty string A. This convention would be used in more
practicable versions of the algorithm. However, if we set
the valuesof the symbols with nonpositive indices to some
arbitrary value, say 0, all the symbols of u(s) get defined,
and this simplifies matters somewhat.For this reason, we
adopt the latter convention. W e write u(s) as the sequence
z, ** . z,-,, where, accordingly, zi = x(t - ti). In fact, the
description of our algorithm does not involve the details of
any particular permutation, and the reader may take it to
be the identity permutation ti = i, which meansthat u(s) is
just the sequences written in reverse: x(t - 1) * . . x(1).
W e mention that in some applications there is a need for
an even more general way to sort the past sequence,one
that allows the sorting to change with t, but for the
purposesof this paper the above describedsorting function
u is adequate.
The idea in the next step is to grow two binary trees,one
for the case where the current symbol x(t), which we
denote by u, has the value 0, and the other when it has the
value 1. W e are interested in the intersection of the two
trees, which we actually generatedirectly; this is how:

1) W e declarethe context tree of the first symbol x( 1) in

3) If w is an internal node with node w0 as the left and
wl as the right successor,increment the component
counts c(u, w0) and c(u, wl) by one. Define the
resulting tree to be T(t). If, again, w is a leaf, extend
the tree by creating two new leaves w0 and W I.
Assign to both leaves the same counts: c(u, w0) =
c(u, wl) = 1 and c(u’, w0) = c(u’, wl) = 0, where u’
denotes the opposite symbol to u. Call the resulting
tree T(t).
This completesthe description of the algorithm, which we
for future referencecall “context.”
As an illustration, we consider the binary string 10001,
in which the past symbols are ordered by their distance
from the current symbol, i.e., we use the identity permutation. After the first symbol 1 is observed,the second tree
T( 1) is the 2-leaf tree with the marking (1,2) at the root
and the marking (0,l) at both leaves.The secondsymbol 0
does not add any new leaves,by the first “if” clause in
Step 3, but the root marking changesto (2,2) and the leaf
markings to (1,l). The tree T(3), generatedby the third
symbol 0, is given in F ig. 2(a), and the tree T(5) after the
last symbol 1 is given in F ig. 2(b).
Let z denote a node, which is defined by and identified
with a past sequencezi . * . z, as the path from the root to
that node. Then the sibling nodes z0 and zl denote the
past sequences
z, . . . z,O and z, . . * z,l, respectively,while
with 0, z and 1, z we denote the collections of events
consisting of the “current” symbol u = x(t) and the past
sequencez. If we denote by c(z) the sum of the counts at
node z, then we may say that out of c(z) occurrencesof z
the event U, z occurs c( u, z) times, and we may define the
conditional probability of the symbol u in context z as
f+/z)

= 4 % 4/C(Z),

(34

provided 0 < P( u/z) < 1. For example,in the tree T(5) of
F ig. 2, we have P(x(t) = O /z = 0) = 3/5. Clearly, if a
symbol, say u = 0, has not been observed at all in a
context z, it does not m e a n that it will not occur in the
future, and for coding purposes we must not assign the
probability 0 to it. For this reasonwe put
~(u/z> = v(+)

+ 11,

if c(u,z) = 0.

(3b)

The way we eventually will select the context for each
the string to be the l-leaf tree T(O), where the only symbol makes the assignment(3b) possible only in the
node, the root, is marked with the pair of counts early part of the string, while the normal caseis (3a). These
conditional probabilities define the binary entropy
tcto, A), 41, A)) = (191).
Proceeding
recursively,
let
Z’
(t
1)
be
the
last
con2)
H(U; z) = -plogp - (1 -p)log(l
-p>,
structed tree with (~(0, z), ~(1, z)) denoting the pair
of the counts at node z. After the next symbol u =
P = fv/Z)?
(4)
x(t) is observed,generatethe next tree T(t) as folwhere
z
stands
for
a
sequence
z,
+
*
.
zk.
lows: climb the tree Z’(t - l), starting at the root and
It follows from the updating and the node splitting rules
taking the branch, left for 0 and right for 1, indicated
in
the algorithm that
by each of the successivesymbols in the past sequence u(x(1) ... x(t - 1)) = z,zZ 0.. . For each
c(u, ZO) + c(u, zl) = c(u, z>
(5)
node z visited, incrementthe componentcount c( u, z)
by one. Continue until a node w is reached whose holds wheneverthe counts are greater than 1. By summing
up over the two values of u, we get the compatibility
count c(u, w) = 1 before the update.
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-log P(s) = - i

\

log P(x(i)/z*(i)).

03)

i=l
(1.0)

/'\

(2.6
,I.6

("')
ci.1,

!,o,

(4

(b)

Fig. 2. Example of algorithm Context. (a) T(3). (b) T(5).

equation
c(z0) + c(z1) = c(z),

(6)
which holds if all the counts are greater than one. It is
these two last equations that would not hold (except,
approximately for long strings) if we had adopted the other
rule for defining u(s), mentioned above, namely, one where
the variables with nonpositive indices are dropped. These
equations are by no means necessaryfor a proper behavior
of the algorithm, but they do shorten the proof of the
theorem in Section V.
Further, let Z denote the set of leaves defining a complete subtree, where for all the leavesc( u, z) > 1. Then by
(6) the root count c(A) equals the sum of the leaf counts
c(z), and we may regard Z as a context-valued random
variable with probability distribution given by

The formula (8) suggestsan intuitively attractive context
selection rule: define z*(t) as the first node z in T(t - 1)
deviates most
along the path z,zl * . . , where P(x(i)/z)
from l/2. Indeed, if in a stationary source each such
context z* would occur increasingly often with relative
frequency P(z*), then the per symbol length from (8)
would approach a conditional entropy of the type
CP(z)H(U;

z) = H(U/Z),

(9)

where z runs through the set of the contexts. Moreover,
becausethe rule m inimizes the binary entropies H(U; z) in
(4), the entire conditional entropy and the per symbol
mean length are clearly m inimized. The main problem with
this context selection rule is that the number of contexts
z*(t) tends to increase with t even when the string is
generated by an independent information source. The reason for this will be apparent later in the proof of Theorem
1, but intuitively it follows from the trend that conditioning on a larger set tends to lower the conditional
entropy.
Instead of putting an arbitrarily selected bound to the
P(z) = c(z)/c(h).
(7) number of contexts, we would like the algorithm itself to
It can be seen from the algorithm that the node count set the bound as it processesthe string. The idea behind
c(u, z) differs from the number of times symbol u occurs such an “intelligent” algorithm, which we adapt from the
in context z in the so far processed string by at most a recent approaches to estimation theory, Akaike [l] and
number that depends on z but not on the length of the Rissanen [9], is to associatea cost with each context, and
string. This is becauseafter the context z has been added to accept a context in the set Z only if its share in reducing
the tree as a node and its counts exceed 1, every occurrence the conditional entropy exceedsits cost. For this we need
of u in context z will be noted and the count incremented. to calculate the increasein the conditional entropy (9) that
Accordingly, only a few earlier occurrencesof u in context results when two of the elementsz0 and zl in Z are fused
z may have been omitted. As a result, the tree generatedby into the parent node z. Call the reduced set Z’. The
the algorithm accumulatesessentially all the relevant con- increase,which is independent of the set Z, is given by
texts and the associatedsymbol statistics as the length of
A(t, z) = H(U/Z’) - H(U/Z)
the string grows.
= P(z)H(U; z) - P(zO)H(U; zo)
-P(zl)H(U;
zl),
IV. UNIVERSAL MODEL
00)
The trees T(t), generated by the algorithm context,
incorporate a stockpile of contexts for the symbols in the
string, and as noted at the end of previous section, essentially all the past contexts are included. Specifically, the
contexts for the symbol x(t) correspond to the nodes met
as we climb the tree T(t - 1) in Step 2 of the algorithm
according to the past sequencez,zz * * . , The question is
which node we should pick as the context for x(t). Suppose for the moment that we already have made the
selection, i.e., we have associatedwith the symbol x(t) a
context z*(t) as some prefix of u(x(l) . . . x(t - 1)). This
really means that we then have defined a binary source
(B*, P), where P(s) is defined as the product of the
conditional probabilities of its symbols, (3a) or (3b). These
probabilities can be used to encode each symbol, and the
optimum code length for string s = x(1) * +. x(t) is given

where the probabilities and the binary entropies are defined by the node counts in T(t - I), (3a), (3b), (4), and
(7). The difference A(t, z) is also nonnegative by a wellknown inequality; we shall later give a formula showing
that.
We now describe a context selection rule as follows:
define the context z*(t) for the symbol x(t) to be the node
in T(t - 1) with greatest length ]z], i.e., depth, along the
path defined by the past sequencez,zz . . . , such that
A(t, z) > (l/t)

log t,

while
I4 6 Plog t,
and
m in{c(zO), c(zl)} 2 2at/Jlogt,

(11)
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or, if no such node exists, take z to be the root node. Here,
~1and fi are positive numbers. Their purpose is to define
the range of the nodes to be searchedto be appropriate for
a finite string, but for infinite strings any values for them
will do. The upper bounds for z are selected for the
purpose of making the proof of the m a in theorem easy.
The first bound @ log t is in most casessatisfied automatically, becausethe depth of the entire tree T(t) is of the
order of log t. The purposeof the secondbound is to make
sure that the counts grow at the selectedcontexts,while not
restricting the set of the contexts to be uniformly bounded.
Observe that the count c(z) for a string generatedby a
stationary sourcegrows as PO(z)t, where the sourceprobability P’(z) tends to zero as the length of z grows. This is
why the m u ltiplier of t in the secondbound is taken as a
function that tends to zero as t grows.
W e could mark in some manner the special context
nodes in the tree, for example, by turning a “flag” bit to
one, while keeping it at zero if a node is not a context.
Then a creation of a new context turns an earlier found
context node on its path to a nonflaggedregular node, and
since every path has a context, the set Z(t) of them all in
the tree T(t - 1) defines a complete subtree. Once the
count ratios at the nodes are stabilized and if Z(t) = Z
remains unchanged, then as easily verified, this selection
rule will m inimize locally the combined cost

context selectionrule should m inimize the total per symbol
ideal code length, which is what (11) seeks to do. (The
second term in (11) should really be divided by two, but
this correction does not change the m a in theorem,
Section V.)
V.

MAIN THEOREM

For the m a in theorem in this sectionwe need to define a
class of “finitely generated”sources,appropriate for rand o m fields. Although thesesourcesare technically Markov
sources,we must describethem more efficiently by taking
advantageof their random field nature. Just as in Section
II, viewing them as Markov chains may involve an immensenumber of stateswith their transition probabilities,
while viewing them as random fields allows us to describea
small number of conditional probabilities as generators,
which with a simple extension rule define the rest. This
simplification in the description of such sources is of
crucial importance, if one wishesto construct an algorithm
for their estimation.
Let i, < *a* -C i, denote n natural numbers, and let f”
denote a function which maps every string s = x(1) . . *
x(t), to its context
f O(s) = x( t - i,) * * * x( t - i,),

(13)

where we set x(t - i,) empty if t - ij G 0. The range off’
clearly consistsof the nodes of the balanced tree of depth
(14
W /Z) + Gw%o/t~
n, called the (source) contexts. W e denote by Z ” the set of
where IZI denotesthe number of elementsin Z. By a local the 2” leaves,defined by the values of the variablesx(t m inimum we m e a n a set of leavessuch that a fusion of any iI>; * *) x( t - i,). W e call a stationary ergodic process
two leavesor a split of any leaf into two new leaveswill finite& generated, if for all finite strings su,
increasethe value of the sum in (12).
PO(m) = P”(s)PO(u/fO(s)).
(14)
Why is the cost associatedwith each context taken as
(log t)/t? A pragmatic answerwill be given in the theorem Observe that with this rule the random variables
below, n a m e ly, that with such a cost we get the desired x(t), x(t’) * * . ) conditioned on the same context z at difbehavior. But we can also give a natural justification for ferent locations t, are independent.
the cost term. This is particularly easy if we instead of
The conditional probabilities P’(O/f O(s)) and 1 adaptation would first construct the context tree for the P’(O/f O(s)) cannot be chosenentirely freely to generatea
entire string and then using the so-found data would stationary process,for they must also satisfy the conditions
determine in the secondpass the contexts of the symbols for stationarity, n a m e ly, P(0.s) + P(1.s) = P(s) for all s
and calculate the ideal code length (8). Indeed, as each (this nonorthodox but handy way of defining stationarity
count is proportional to t, it takes about log t bits to write was done in [S]). However, it is clear that these conditions
down each, and therefore about ]Z]log t bits are neededto can be satisfied, and we may regard the class of finitely
describeall the parametersdefining the m o d e l. Becausein generated processesas being well defined. They clearly
such a two-pass data compression algorithm the m o d e l include all Markov processeswith fixed transition probaclearly must also be sent to the decoder along with the bilities. F inally, we also assumethat the generatingindex
code string, the total code length is approximately as given set i,; . ., i, is unique (so that it can be estimated),which
in (12).
in particular implies that it is m inimal, i.e., that none of its
But it is a quite remarkablefact, which we were able to proper subsetsdefines the sameprobabilities (13).
show only after this paper went to print, that the samecost
The per symbol entropy of a stationary finitely generterm is valid even when the parameters are determined ated sourceis seento be given by the conditional entropy
adaptively from the past string, as is done here. The
HO(U/ZO) = c PO(z)HO(U; z),
(15)
intuitive reason for this is that the cumulative effect of the
2GZ0
inherent estimation errors increasesthe ideal per symbol
-p) with p
code length by (log t)/2t per parameter. Accordingly, the where H’(U; z) = -plogp - (1 -p)log(l
=
PO(O/z).
per symbol entropy (9) ought to be incremented by this
W e define one more notion for the theorem to follow.
much in order to account for the fact that we are using an
For
a sorting function u(s) = x(t - t,)x(t - t2) . . . =
estimate for the next symbol’s probability, and a good
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z1z2 .-*
denote the set of the shortest past sequences
z, 0.. z, that contain all the random variables x(t ill,- . -) x(t - i,) defining the source by Z,. Hence, m is
the index for which t, = i,. An example showing the
relationship between the two sequencesis given in the
discussion following the theorem.

Theorem 1: Let s be an infinite string from a finitely
generated stationary ergodic source defined by the indices
1,;. -, i,, and let the algorithm Context generate the tree
T(t - 1) for the growing prefix s’ of s, using any sorting
function u. Then with the context selection rule (1 l), for
almost all sampless,

Pr{z*(t)

E Z,} + 1,

ast -+ co.

(16)

Moreover,
- (l/t)

. logP(s’)

-+ H”(U/Zo),

as t + 03.
07)

We give the proof in the Appendix.
The following corollary is worth mentioning.
Corollary: Let the source be a Markov source of some
(unknown) order n. Then (16) and (17) hold, where Z, = Z”
is the set of the 2” states.
VI.

DISCUSSION

By Theorem 1 the universal model is capable of containing the source generating contexts within a finite set Z,,
whose size depends on the sorting function (I. This means
that we do not need to grow the trees T(t) much beyond
Z,. In practice, we can let the trees T(t) grow until they
have, say, twice the number of leaves in the maximum set
of contexts z* found. Because the maximum context set
depends on T(t), and we wish to maintain T(t) twice the
size of the maximum context set, there is a bit of “dogchasing-its-tail” process involved. This is easily resolved,
however. We can, for example, partition the indefinitely
long string into a set of growing segments of length
K,2K,3K;..,
where K is some positive integer. During
the first segmentwe let the tree T(t) grow freely, but in the
subsequent intervals we let it grow only until it has twice
the number of nodes in the context set found in the
previous interval. It is easily seen that this process lets the
context set grow to its final size and shape, as stated in the
theorem, and the trees T(t) stay bounded too.
Although the theorem holds for any function u we select,
the size of the final context tree and, therefore, the size of
the maximum of the trees T(t) and the implementation
cost of the algorithm are strongly dependent on the selection. The best case,of course, is when we know the ranking
of the past symbols and hence the sorting function. This is
still a nontrivial modeling problem, becausewe must locate
a subset Z” that generatesall the contexts of the source,
among the set of all possible contexts, namely, the set B*
of all binary strings. In this case the algorithm will generate
the trees T(t) until they have about twice the number of
leaves in Z”, no matter how long the string is. In contrast,
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for example, the Ziv-Lempel algorithm would keep on
generating longer and longer parsed blocks until it runs out
of work space,without ever realizing that no further compression is being gained.
In many cases we do not, of course, know the sorting
function u. However, this universal algorithm provides a
means of experimentally estimating it, which we regard as
the single most important and unique feature of the algorithm, not shared by any other known to us. We can fix the
maximum permitted size for the trees T(t) and run the
algorithm for several different sorting functions. The one
giving the best compression evidently captures the most
efficient contexts. We believe that such exploratory study
can give valuable information of the strings to be compressed, and make the crucial modeling problem a little
more mechanical. Bear in mind that the problem of finding
the best model is undecidable, and all we can do is try to
build more and more intelligent algorithms to aid us in
finding good models if not the very best.
We illustrate with a simple example the effect of choosing a good and a bad sorting function to the size of the
needed workspace. Suppose the source is generatedby the
four conditional probabilities P(O/x(t - l)x(t - loo)),
corresponding to the four values of the two indicated
variables. In a two-dimensional field of 100 symbols wide,
this means that a symbol’s value is statistically dependent
only on the previous value and the one right above it. If we
choose for the model the sorting function u defined by the
identity permutation, then Z, consists of the 2’O”sequences
of length 100, and the algorithm will not find the second
generating context within any string of practical size. We
have the same problem as with the Ziv-Lempel algorithm.
But if we guessthat the nearby symbols are the significant
symbols, and we put u(s) = x(t - l)x(t - 2)x(t - 99)
x(t - 100) **a, then Z,, is defined by the 16 sequencesof
length 4. This time, the algorithm finds both of the generating contexts quickly with a small workspace. Observe, that
it is not necessary to guess the precise ranking of the
symbols in order to achieve asymptotically the ideal compression with a limited workspace.
What about compressing a string which cannot be well
modeled by a finitely generatedsource?Again, by guessing
a reasonable sorting function we can let the algorithm
generate the trees T(t) and the contexts, but this time the
trees grow until a preset bound for the workspace is
reached.The situation is quite analogousto the Ziv-Lempel
algorithm, and the only advantage is that for the same
amount of workspace we get a better compression if a
sorting function sufficiently different from the one defined
by the identity permutation is required. In the case with
the identity permutation, the roles are reversed, because
then the best contexts are to be found among the immediately preceding symbols, which the Ziv-Lempel algorithm is capable of taking advantage of. This is accomplished with a somewhat smaller workspace. The number
of nodes in the tree built by the incremental parsing
algorithm for a string of length t is approximately t/log t,
while the tree T(t) built by the algorithm context has t
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nodes. In typical cases the ratio of the workspace size in
favor of Z iv-Lempel algorithm is then something like

10-20. The final compressionsin both casesare about the
same,because one can simulate, as it were, the block model
created by the incremental parsing algorithm as a binary
m o d e l using contexts.
W e conclude this section with two more remarks. In
order to obtain a universal data compressionsystem with
per symbol code length near the ideal (16), all we need to
do is to apply an arithmetic binary code to encode each
symbol u = x(t) using the conditional probability
P(u/z*(t)).
W e have written a computer program for the
algorithm context in a slightly m o d ified form in the general
case with any finite number of symbols. An implementation of the m inimum conditional entropy rule, mentioned
in the beginning of Section V, is straightforward, although
a new problem not present in the binary case arises,
n a m e ly the problem of how to assigna distribution for an
alphabet of which only a small number of symbols has yet
occurred. Severalreasonablesolutions exist, and with one
of them, strings defined by English text can be compressed
very well with a reasonableworkspacesize.Notice that the
storagespaceexplodesif we m o d e l such strings by Markov
sourcesof some order k > 1.

Proof of Theorem I: The first task is to evaluate A(t, z) at a
node z of T(t - 1) in terms of the probabilities (3a), (3b), (4),
and (7), defined by the counts. The result is, as can be verified by
a direct computation, the familiar formula

= P(z)

c
y=o,

P(Y/Z>
1

c
u=o,

Att, z> = P(z)

c
y=o,

P(Y/z)~*(~> z, Y> + R,

where 0( t, z, y) = P(O/z) - P(O/zy) and R consistsof the higher
order terms such that R/e2(t, z, y) + 0 as e(t, z, y) -+ 0. The
estimatesP(O/z) = ~~(0,z)/c,(z) are asymptotically normal with
mean P’(O/z) and standard deviation proportional to l/ \ict(z>,
where we denote the count of node z in the tree T( t - 1) by c,(z)
to emphasizeits dependenceon t. This is true, because in the
source the random variables x(t), x(t’), . . that “occur” in a
context z, or more correctly, are conditioned on a sequencez
which contains a sequencein Z” as a subsequence,are independent. Here, the argument then is the sameas with Markov chains,
where the distinct symbols are dependent but they become independent when they are conditioned on any one state; in other
words, “different symbol occurrencesat each state are independent,” to abuse the language a little. Hence 0( t, z, y) is also
asymptotically normal. Further, by (13) P’(u/z) = P’(u/zy),
which means that A’(z) = 0, and the m e a nof 0(t, z, y) is zero.
Its standard deviation d( t, z, y) clearly satisfies the inequality
d2(t, z, y) i l/c,(z)

+ max(I/c,(zO),

.log[Ptu/z~)/Ptu/z)1,

l/c,(zl)}

(Al)

I/c,(zl)}
+ 2R’,

+ R’
(A3)

where R’ denotes the higher order terms such that R’/d2( t, z, y )
--f 0 as d(t, z, y) ---*0. Further, the ratio O*(t, z, y)/d*(t, z, y)
has asymptotically x2 distribution. Using the second bound in
(11) with (A3) we have the inequality
d2(t, z, y) i (,/i@+‘at

P%/ZY>
1

WI

1

< 2max(l/c,(zO),

APPENDIX

A(t,z)

maximum length node whose counts satisfy the constraint in (11).
These are the nodes among which the context z*(t) is to be
selected.W e know by the first part of the theorem that for all t
greater than some number M such nodes exist. W e can expand
the second sum in (Al) in Taylor serieswith the result

+ 2R’

(A9

for all z of the considered type, all y = 0, 1, and all t.
The probability of the event that z*(t) is not in Z, for t > M,
is by (11) the probability of the event that for at least one z of the
above defined type, A( t, z) > (log t)/t. This probability, in turn,
is bounded from above by the sum of the probabilities

where for simplicity we did not indicate that the probabilities
depend on t. Also, we use the same symbol P for all the
conditional probabilities and let the argument variables tell which
one is meant; for instance, P(u/z) is not the same function as
c Pr[A(t, z) > (logtb’tl,
(A51
P( y/z). Moreover, by a well-known result, A (t/z) > 0, and it is
z
zero if and only if for all u, z, and y, P( u/zy) = P( u/z).
over the at most /?log t values of z. From (A2) and (A4) we get
W e show first that any node z of Z, is a prefix of some context the inequalities
z*(t) for large enough t. W e have nothing to prove if the sourceis
independent, becausethen Z,, consistsclearly of the root A, only.
Pr[A(t, z) > (logt)/tl
Otherwise, let z be an interior node with depth m - 1 of T,, the
= Pr{i3* + R > (log t)/t}
tree defined by Z,, as the set of leaves. Then its descendantszy
are leaves in Z,,, and they contain a source generating context,
< Pr{B2/d2 > ( (Y - (R + 2R’)/d2)Jlogt}
i.e., a sequenceof the values x( t - i,) . . . x(t - i,), as a subse6 Pr(8*/d2 > a/c},
quence. By the minimality of the source generating contexts, the
source probability P’(u/zy)
cannot equal P”( u/z) for both
where (Y’> 0 for t greater than some number M’. W e also
values of u, and
dropped the argument variables for simplicity. The last probability, expressingthe probability massof the tail from p = a’=
A’(z) = P’(z)H’(u;
z) - P~(zo)H~(u;
zo)
on in the x2 distribution, is not greater than e-p. Therefore, the
-PO(zl)HO(U;
zl) > 0. sum in (A5), which has no more than /?log t terms, is not greater
By the ergodic theorem, A( t, z) + A’(z), and we conclude with than
(11) that z is a proper prefix and zy a prefix of z*(t) for t large
@ log t)e-+q
enough. W e have shown the first part, namely, that the algorithm
context grows the tree at least as large as to include T,.
which goes to zero as t goes to infinity. W e have proved (16).
Consider a past sequencez = z,z2 . . , relative to u = x(t),
From (S), where z*(t) denotes the context generated by the
such that it lies in the tree T(\ t - 1)I between a node ~~~
in -uZ- and
rule (11) the ideal per symbol code length is seento convergeto a
~~- the
-~~~
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conditionalentropy (9), whereby the first part of the theoremZ [51 T. J. Lynch, “Sequence time coding for data compression,” in Proc.
IEEE (Lett.), vol. 54, pp. 1490-1491, Oct. 1966.
contains Z,, for t greaterthan some number. The convergence
S. Ma, “Data compression,” Ph.D. dissertation, Dept. Electrical
Q.E.D. 16] J.
(17) follows with the ergodictheorem.
and Computer Engineering, University of Massachusetts,Amherst,
1978.
[71 J. Rissanen, “Tight lower bounds for optimum code length,” IEEE
Trans. Inform. Theory, vol. IT-28, no. 2, pp. 348-349, Mar. 1982.
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A Simple Class of Asymptotically
Optimal Quantizers
STAMATIS CAMBANIS, MEMBER, IEEE, AND NEIL L. GERR

Here we consider real valued random variables and
mean r th power absolute error distortion measures,so that
the optimal N-level quantizer minimizes & ]X - Q,(X)]’
over all N-level quantizers QN. The problem of finding
optimal N-level quantizers has been considered by Lloyd
[12] and Max [15], and its solution is not generally
straightforward. The optimal mean square error N-level
quantizers have been computed in the literature for the
Gaussian, Rayleigh, and Laplacian distributions using the
Lloyd-Max algorithm. (For a discussion of some problems
I. INTRODUCTION
inherent in such algorithms seeBucklew and Gallagher [S].)
HE quantization of a random variable X with known
In this paper we determine in a very simple manner a
probability density function p(x) is an important sequenceQ$ of N-level quantizers which, while not necesproblem which has been studied extensively in the litera- sarily optimal ‘for any N, are nevertheless asymptotically
ture. The special issue on quantization published in the optimal in the sensethat their r th-order mean approximaMarch 1982 issue of this TRANSACTIONS provides a com- tion error tends to zero as N --+ co at the same rate as for
prehensive overview of the problem.
the sequenceof optimal quantizers:

Ahtract-A
simple class of quantizers is introduced which are asymptotically optimal, as the number of quantization levels increases to infinity,
with respect to a mean rth power absolute error distortion measure. These
asymptotically optimal quantizers are very easy to compute. Their performance is evaluated for several distributions and compares favorably with
the performance of the optimal quantizers in all cases for which the latter
have been computed. In addition their asymptotic robustness is studied
under location; scale, and shape mismatch for several families of distributions.
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